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Bayview Estates Residential Project EIR Scoping Summary

Contra Costa County circulated a Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the EIR for the proposed Bayview Estates
Residential project on June 7, 2017, opening a 30-day comment period on the scope and content of the EIR and
announcing a public scoping meeting. The NOP was sent to the State Clearinghouse (SCH No. 2017062018), and
circulated by the County to responsible and trustee agencies, as well as other public stakeholders. The 30-day
comment period, originally planned to end on July 24, 2017, was extended at request. All comments on the NOP
were received by August 10, 2017.
On July 17, 2017, the County held a public scoping meeting at the County facilities at 30 Muir Road, Martinez.
During the meeting, the County discussed the purpose of the meeting, and presented an overview of the proposed
project. In addition, the County presented an overview of the CEQA and environmental review process, and
described all methods for the public and agencies to provide comments on the NOP. Following the County’s
presentation, all meeting attendees were given an opportunity to ask questions about the proposed project and
provide oral comments.
A brief summary of the written and oral comments received during the NOP comment period is presented in the
tables below. The County received a total of eighteen comment letters and emails: eleven comment letters and/or
emails from government and local agencies, three comment letters and/or emails from non-government
organizations, and four comment letters from individuals. Eight people provided oral comments during the public
scoping meeting.
Comments received are being used, as appropriate, in identifying the range of actions, alternatives, mitigation
measures, and significant effects to be analyzed in depth in the CEQA document.
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Bayview Estates Residential EIR: Summary of Scoping Period Commenters
COMMENTER

TYPE

DATE

Contra Costa Water District (Christine Schneider)

Letter via Email

07/26/2017

Mountain View Sanitary District (Randolph W. Leptien)

Letter via Email

07/06/2017

Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (Russell B. Leavitt)

Letter

7/11/2017

Contra Costa County Fire Protection District (Todd Schiess)

Letter via Email

07/19/2017

Contra Costa County Airport Land Use Commission (Jamar Stamps)

Interoffice Memo

07/12/2017

LAFCO (Lou Ann Texeira)

Email

06/09/2017

Contra Costa County Department of Conservation & Development Transportation
Planning Division (Robert Sarmiento)

Interoffice Memo

07/24/2017

California Department of Fish and Wildlife (Melissa Farinha)

Email

06/13/2017

Darwin Myers Associates (Darwin Myers)

Letter

06/12/2017

Contra Costa County Public Works Department (Jocelyn A.B. LaRocque)

Email

08/10/2017

Contra Costa County Flood Control & Water Conservation District (Jorge Hernandez)

Interoffice Memo

07/28/2017

Wilton Rancheria (Antonio Ruiz, Jr.)

Letter

06/16/2017

Chevron Environmental Management Company (Mike Oliphant)

Letter via Email

06/09/2017

The Conco Companies (John E. Amaral)

Email

07/13/2017

The Home Owners on Palms Drive

Letter

07/18/2017

Johnson, Freeman, Padilla, et al.

Letter (originally submitted July
31, 1986)
07/24/2017

Kallander, Burt

Letter

07/24/2017

Johnson, Alma

Letter (delivered at hearing)

07/17/2017

Total Emails and Letters

18

Emails and Letters
Agencies

Organizations

Individuals

Scoping Meeting Oral Comments (07/17/2017)
Leabig, Norman
Raya, Edward
Kallendar, Burt
Brennan, Jennifer
Contreras, Steve
Johnson, Alma
Brunk, James
Brennan, Mike
Kallendar, Burt-2
Raya, Edward-2
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Bayview Estates Residential EIR: Summary of Scoping Period Comments by Type (CEQA Document Section)
COMMENT TYPE
NUMBER
Project Description

14

Aesthetics

5

Air Quality

4

Biological Resources

15

Cultural and Tribal Resources

5

Geology and Soils

9

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

21

Hydrology and Water Quality

25

Land Use and Planning

14

Noise

6

Public Services and Recreation

5

Traffic and Transportation

42

Utilities and Service Systems

34

Alternatives

3

Cumulative Impacts

2

Mailing List / Notification

2

General/Non-Specific

18

Not CEQA-related

24

Total Comments:a

246

a = Note that if a comment addressed more than one EIR topic, it was counted more than once – for example, if one
comment addressed Aesthetics and Land Use, it was marked as two comments.
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Scoping Comment Summary Matrix

Letter #

Comment #

CCWD

Commenter

A‐1

1

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

1

Project must meet CCWD's Code of Regulations to receive
water service. Includes adequate water pressure to meet
fire flow requirements and so home elevations can receive
standard water pressure.

CCWD

A‐1

2

1

Must consult with CCWD Engineering on utility plan to
agree on water line location.

CCWD

A‐1

3

1

Waterline Exhibit does not show elevations, so portions of
the property may not receive adequate water pressure.
Further review by CCWD is needed to establish if
additional infrastructure is necessary and all protions of
the project can receive water service.

CCWD

A‐1

4

1

CCWD

A‐1

5

1

Evaluation of existing water infrastructure is needed and
any modifications required would be at the developers
expense.
Separate meter for landscape irrigation may be required.

CCWD

A‐1

6

1

CCWD

A‐1

7

1

CCWD

A‐1

8

1

Portions of the project may be under jurisdiction of
another water purveyor and CCWD may not be able to
serve all areas of the project.

CCWD

A‐1

9

1

Grading and/or utility plans should be developed to
comply with separation criteria as mandated in SWRB
Section 64572.

CCWD

A‐1

10

1

Water service would likely require backflow prevention
devices which could reduce water pressure and should be
properly planned to ensure backflow prevention devices
are located appropriately.

CCWD

A‐1

11

1

Relocation of public facilities must be performed by CCWD.

CCWD

A‐1

12

1

Appropriate backflow prevention is required for all
services where sprinkler systems are installed.

CCWD

A‐1

13

1

1

Project water mains must be spaced a minimum of 10‐feet
horizontal and 1‐foot vertical from any and all existing
pipelines.

CCWD

A‐1

14

1

1

Project sanitary and storm sewer lines also must be spaced
a minimum of 10‐feet horizontal and 1‐foot vertical from
any and all existing pipelines.

CCWD

A‐1

15

1

Project needs to update fire flow capacity to the site.
Existing fire hydrant does not meet CCWD or CCCFPD
criteria for fire service.

1

1

1 of 11

Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

Relocation and/or abandonment of CCWD facilities may be
required which would require a quitclaim of existing
easements. Easements for proposed facilities may also be
required.
The water main in the street or right of way shall be
located opposite the proposed meter locations, with
sufficient capacity and pressure as determined by CCWD.
The project/property may require a main extension or
addition of other infrastructure.
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Letter #

Comment #

MVSD

Commenter

A‐2

1

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

MVSD

A‐2

2

1

MVSD

A‐2

3

1

MVSD

A‐2

4

MVSD

A‐2

5

1

Each building needs to be served with a separate side‐
sewer connected to the new main. All side‐sewers need to
be fitted with standard overflow protection devices or
backwater prevention devices as appropriate.

MVSD

A‐2

6

1

Developer shall design and construct a public sewer
system to serve the development in accordance with
MVSD Code and Standard Specifications.

MVSD

A‐2

7

1

Developer shall post a deposit for plan review fees prior to
the review of Sewer Construction Plans, annexation
documents, or easement documents.

MVSD

A‐2

8

1

Developer shall enter into MVSD's Standard Owners
Improvement Agreement and Agreement for Sewer
Improvement Security Bond, or post equivalent security
for sanitary sewer improvements as required prior to
receiving a construction permit.

MVSD

A‐2

9

1

Developer shall pay any outstanding fees for plan reviews,
mapping, and inspection for sewer construction prior to
the issuance of a sewer construction permit.

MVSD

A‐2

10

1

Developer shall provide a cash deposit for corrective or
emergency work prior to obtaining a sewer construction
permit.

MVSD

A‐2

11

1

Developer shall construct all improvements necessary for
the project at no cost to MVSD.

MVSD

A‐2

12

1

Developer shall submit digital files and as‐built mylars of
plans for all mainline sewer improvements, and pay all
outstanding fees prior to MVSD's final acceptance of the
sewer system.
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Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

1

Sewer main located southeast was abandoned years ago
and must be improved from the point of connection in the
marsh to be placed back into service. Replacement of the
offsite sewer would require separate plans and permits. A
revised scheme may be possible to redirect the in‐tract
flow to the southwestern corner and manhole in CCWD
maintenance road, but would require a revision to the
grading scheme. Off‐site sewer system routing should be
shown with proposed manhole locations and pipe slopes
and diameters.

1

Property must be annexed to the MVSD. Developer's
engineer must prepare plans and documents as required
by LAFCO and pay all fees of LAFCO and MVSD related to
processing the annexation.
1

Proposed locations of all manholes should be shown
together with proposed pipe diameters, slopes, and inverts
to demostrate MVSD minimum design standards.

1

Sanitary sewer easements should be dedicated to MVSD
for any new sewer mains not located in public streets.
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Letter #

Comment #

MVSD

Commenter

A‐2

13

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

1

MVSD will not issue individual connection permits until the
Sanitary Board has accepted sewer easements and
mainline improvements for maintenance. Building
foundations need to be constructed prior to a connection
of a residence to the MVSD sewer system.

MVSD

A‐2

14

1

Fees will be charged pursuant to the Ordinance at the time
the permit is issued.

CCCSD

A‐3

1

CCCFPD

A‐4

1

CCCFPD

A‐4

2

1

CCCFPD

A‐4

3

1

Turnaround appaears to comply with Fire District
requirements.

CCCFPD

A‐4

4

1

Access gates shall comply with Fire District requirements.

CCCFPD

A‐4

5

CCCFPD

A‐4

6

CCCFPD

A‐4

7

CCCFPD

A‐4

8

CCCFPD

A‐4

9

1

Hyd

LU

1

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

1

Currently zoned Heavy Industrial is compatible with nearby
CCCSD treatment plant and Maltby Pumping Station
operations. Residential use would be much more sensitive
to odors, dust, and noise associated with CCCSD existing
and future operations as awell as other nearby heavy
industrial uses. Project would therefore have significant
and unavoidable land use compatibility impacts.

1

1

1

1

Access apears to comply with Fire District requirements.
1

1

Developer needs to provide an adequate and reliable
supply of water for fire protection as set in the California
Fire Code.

1

Proposed hydrant locations and fire apparatus access
requires review and approval by CCCFPD.

1

Emergency apparatus access roadways and hydrants shall
be installed, in service, and inspected by the Fire District
prior to construction.

1

1

1
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Access roadways of less than 28‐feet unobstructed width
shall have signs posted or curbs painted red with the
words " No Parking ‐ Fire Lane" clearly marked. Access
roadways of less than 28‐feet or greater, but less than 36‐
feet unobstructed width shall have signs posted, allowng
for parking on one side only or curbs painted red with the
words " No Parking ‐ Fire Lane" clearly marked. Parking is
permitted only on the side of the riad that does not have
hydrants.

Homes need to be protected with an approved automatic
fire sprinkler system.
Where existing access to open land or space is obstructed
by new development, the developer needs to provide an
alternate means of access into the area that is sufficient to
allow access for fire personnel and apparatus. Access
roadways shall be a minimum of 16 feet in width to
accomodate Fire District equipment.
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Letter #

Comment #

CCCFPD

Commenter

A‐4

10

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz
1

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

Util

CCC ALUC

A‐5

1

1

CCC ALUC

A‐5

2

1

CCC ALUC

A‐5

3

1

1

Concern over potential impacts related to land use safety
with respect to both people on the ground and the
occupants of aircraft.

CCC ALUC

A‐5

4

1

1

Concern over potential impacts related to protection of
airport airspace.

CCC ALUC

A‐5

5

1

1

CCC ALUC

A‐5

6

1

1

LAFCO

A‐6

1

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

CCC DCD Transportation Planning
Division

A‐7

1

1

Traffic study required. Should follow guidelines of CCC,
CCTA (Technical Procedures and the Measure J
Implementation Guide), and TRANSPAC Committee.

CCC DCD Transportation Planning
Division

A‐7

2

1

DEIR should include a study of intersections on Pacheco
Blvd and Arthur Rd.

CDFW

A‐8

1

1

Recommends rare plant surveys performed by a qualified
botanist according to CDFW protocols.

CDFW

A‐8

2

1

Recommends habitat type mapping and quantification.

CDFW

A‐8

3

1

Recommends evaluation of potential for special status fish
and wildlife species that may be impacted by the project.

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

1

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

2

Development on any parcel in the subdivision will be
subject to review and approval by the Fire District to
ensure compliance with minimum requirements related to
fire and life safety.
1

Review and determination of consistency with the Contra
Costa Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan would be
required.
1

Concern over potential impacts related to exposure to
aircraft noise.

1

Concern over potential impacts to general (primarily
annoyance‐related) concerns associated with aircraft
overflights.
Referral to ALUC would be required for a final consistency
determination.
1

1

Alts

Project would require annexation to the MVSD.

1

Mitigation measures/Conditions of Approval should
require detailed geotechnical design recommendations
prior to recordation of the Final Map.

1

Grading plan represents conservative approach to
residential development of the site. Suggests gradient of
cutslopes. Slope gradient conforms with standards of the
County Grading Ordinance and gradient conforming with
construction adjacent to channel of Pacheco Creek
conforms with the normal construction standards of the
Public Works Department and Flood Control District.
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Letter #

Comment #

Darwin Myers Associates

Commenter

A‐9

3

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

4

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

5

1

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

6

1

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

7

1

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

8

1

Darwin Myers Associates

A‐9

9

1

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

1

1

The County will not accept the proposed road
improvements (including the off‐site improvements on
Palms Drive and all on‐site roadways) for public
maintenance until continuous roadways within adequate
road rights of way meeting County standards and
ordinances have been constructed, inspected, and all land
rights acquired.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

2

1

The DEIR should address private road improvements.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

3

1

Potential improvements that meet public roadways
standards and ordinances should be addressed in the DEIR.

1

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

1

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment
Recommends that topsoil be salvaged during grading and
stockpiled for use as a dressing on all engineered slopes
possessing gradients of 2.5:1 or flatter. Would facilitate
revegetation of the disturbed slopes, thereby controlling
erosion.

1

1

Util

1

1

Parcel C should be paved, fenced, and gated to control
unauthorized access to Parcel A. Locking device should
meet CCCFPD standards. A bend in the road alignment is
not desirable. For this segment of the roadway, the width
of the easement should be increased to 25 ft.

Recommends an adequately funded Geologic Hazard
Abatement District (GHAD) to ensure proper monitoring
and maintenance of large open space parcels including
maintenance of J‐ditches and the debris bench, control of
erosion, and possibly corrective grading for a landslide on
Parcel A if it threatens improvements within the project,
and mowing for the purposes of wildfire control.
Recommends GHAD Conditions of Approval.

An updated geotechnical report is warranted since reports
issued by Engeo, Inc. are more than 10 years old.
1

Submit design level geotechnical update report at least 45
days prior to requesting recordation of the Final Map.
Provide a corrective grading plan for known slide areas and
areas of erosion, and provide special design
recommendations for cut/fill pads, differential fill
thickness lots, retaining or perimeter walls, design of C.3
bio‐swales and basins, and comment on consistency of
Grading & Drainage Plans with the geotechnical
recommendations.
Prepare as‐graded report following grading that provides
opinion on consistency of the as‐graded project with
recommendations in geotechnical report.

1

All measures identified in the approved geotechnical
report that provide for slope stability should be
incorporated into the final grading and drainage plans.
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Letter #

Comment #

CCC Public Works Department

Commenter

A‐10

4

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

1

The DEIR should address Palms Drive, the improvements
and potential rights of way necessary to improve it.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

5

1

The DEIR should discuss the existing segment of Central
Avenue approximately 100 feet east of Darcie Way to the
project site, the improvements (public or private), and
potential rights of way necessary to improve it.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

6

1

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

7

1

The traffic study should include intersections along
Pacheco Blvd.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

8

1

The DEIR should discuss the impacts of construction traffic
and submit a construction management and traffic control
plan.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

9

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

10

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

11

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

12

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

CCC Public Works Department

1

Traf

1

1

1

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

1

Not CEQA Comment

The applicant would be required to underground new and
existing utilities, and install signage such as posted speed
limit, parking restrictions, and pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.

1

Any damage to the existing roadway system due to
construction activities would need to be repaired to
standards and structural condition equal to existing
conditions.

1

The DEIR should discuss the environmental impacts of the
storm drain facilities that will be constructed to meet the
County collect and convey requirement.

1

The DEIR should discuss an exception to the County
Ordinance Code that could be granted for the proposed
watershed diversion from Peyton Slough (DA 40) to
Pacheco Creek (DA 57 & 125), provided that the proposed
land use of Medium Residential (R8) over the present use
of Heavy Industrial will not increase the planned
stormwater runoff to Pacheco Creek.

1

The DEIR should discuss impacts to Pacheco Creek related
to the bioretention and park areas.

13

1

The DEIR should indicate that a portion of the
development is within an adopted drainage area.

A‐10

14

1

See FC District Memo for additional comments addressing
drainage.

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

15

1

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

16

1

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

17

1

1

The project would be required to comply with the
Stormwater Management and Discharge Control
Ordinance and the County's Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) NPDES Permit.
The DEIR should discuss that the property is located within
the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) and be aware of
related requirements.

1

1
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All landscaping improvements would be privately
maintained in perpetutity.
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Scoping Comment Summary Matrix

Letter #

Comment #

PD

CCC Public Works Department

Commenter

A‐10

18

1

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

CCC Public Works Department

A‐10

19

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

1

1

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

2

1

1

The FC District is not the approving local agency for the
project and will collect drainage fees based on the fee in
effect at the time of fee collection.

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

3

1

1

The applicant should provide a worksheet to the FC District
to establish the drainage fee obligation at the time of final
map submittal.

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

4

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

5

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

6

1

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

7

1

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

8

1

1

The DEIR should discuss that the FC District currently has
property rights to Pacheco Creek channel as well as the
eastern levee and access road. The applicant should
dedicate an access easement and construct a maintenance
road along the western side of the channel from the end of
the public portion of Central Avenue and conform to FC
District requirements for maintenance of the creek and
proposed 18‐inch diameter outlet pipe to Pacheco Creek.

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

9

1

1

The DEIR should discuss the need for a Flood Control
Encroachment Permit.

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

10

1

1

The DEIR should discuss that the proposed levee adjacent
to Pacheco Creek should be constructed to meet or exceed
USACE standards for levees.

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

11

1

1

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

1

The applicant would be required to annex into the lighting
district.

1

1

The applicant would need to comply with the
requirements of the Bridge/Throughfare Free Ordinance
for the Martinez Area of Benefit.
The DEIR should provide the requirements of the adopted
Flood Control Ordinance for the drainage area that the
project is in (DA57).

1

The project proposes a levee between Pacheco Creek and
the project's bioretention area to prevent the creek's
drainage overflows from overtaxing the bioretention area.
Environmental effects of constructing or not constructing
the levee should be discussed in the DEIR. Regulatory
permits may be required.
1

1

1

The FC District requests ability to review and comment on
DEIR.
The DEIR should discuss strom drain facilities to
adequately collect and convey stormwater.
The DEIR should discuss an exception to the County
Ordinance Code can be granted for the proposed
watershed diversion from Peyton Slough (DA 40) to
Pacheco Creek (DA 57 & 125), provided that proposed land
use of Medium Residential (R8) over the assumed use of
Heavy Industrial will not increase the planned stormwater
runoff to Pacheco Creek.

The DEIR should discuss that portions of the project lot lie
within the 100‐year flood boundary and associated
requirements.
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Letter #

Comment #

PD

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

Commenter

A‐11

12

1

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

CCC Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

A‐11

13

Wilton Rancheria

O‐1

1

1

Wilton Rancheria

O‐1

2

1

Wilton Rancheria

O‐1

3

1

Wilton Rancheria

O‐1

4

1

Chevron Environmental
Management Company

O‐2

1

1

A portion of the former Old Valley Pipeline, a residual
weathered crude oil, abandoned steel pipeline encased in
a coating of coal tar and asbestos‐containing materials
could potentially be encountered during subsurface
construction activities.

Chevron Environmental
Management Company

O‐2

2

1

Crude‐contaminated soil from historical crude‐oil release
points along the OVP was determined to be non‐hazardous
and may be used as backfill. The properly abandoned
crude‐oil pipeline may be left in the ground.

Conco

O‐3

1

Conco

O‐3

2

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

1

1

Concern over Palms Drive being brought up to CCC
minimum standards making parking problematic.

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

2

1

Concern over the amount of traffic that the project would
introduce, and collision and safety concerns.

1

Hyd

LU

PopH

Pub

Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment
The DEIR should discuss the need for a CLOMR and
approval from FEMA.

1

The DEIR should discuss the FC District's Lower Walnut
Creek and Pacheco Marsh Restoration Project and how it
impacts the project.
1

1

The tribe requests consultation regarding defining the
applicant (Lead Agency), project funding, recommended
mitigation measures, significant effects of the project, and
a Native American inspector being present during ground
disturbance.

The tribe also requests consultation regarding the
significance of tribal cultural resources, significance of the
project's impacts on tribal cultural resources, and project
alternatives and/or appropriate measures for preservation
or mitigation.
1

The tribe requests copies of any cultural resource
assessments or records seraches including CHRIS results,
archaeological surveys, SFL results, enthographical studies,
or geotechnical reports.
Preservation in place is the preferred manner of mitigating
impacts to archaeological sites.

1

1

Noise

1

1

The adjacent Conco corporate yard includes storage and
maintenance of heavy equipment, fabrication and storage
of concrete forms, and storage of other construction
materials. Work performed at the yard can be loud at
times and may affect the project.

1

1
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Conco keeps its yard well lit during their hours of
operation and may affect the project.
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Letter #

Comment #

Traf

Util

Palms Drive Homeowners

Commenter

I‐1

3

PD

1

1

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

4

1

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

5

1

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

6

1

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

7

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

8

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

9

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

10

Palms Drive Homeowners

I‐1

11

Johnson, Freeman, Padilla, et al.

I‐2

Johnson, Freeman, Padilla, et al.

1

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment
Concern over widening Palms Drive and moving or
removing driveways, houses, and utility poles. Insist on
undergound relocation of utilities to match new
development.
Concern over private roads within the new development
not following County ordinances for public roads. Insists
that if Palm Drive is extended to allow access from Central,
then it would become a public artery for 200 or more
vehicles.

1

1

Concern over private roads as described by the project
being left in substandard condition after work from utility
companies.

1

Notes former EIR argued connecting Palms Drive to Central
would improve access for emergency vehicles, but Arthur
Rd is a city road and not up to County minimum standards.
Arthur Road between the 680 underpass and Palms Drive
is not wide enough and no improvements are provided in
the project. Expresses concern over emergency access to
the project site.

1

Expresses that traffic impacts to Palms Drive would be
mitigated by not connecting the existing Palms Drive to the
project.

1

Concern regarding storm water drainage from the project
and its impact on the existing pond, which is described as a
detention area. Discusses impacts to wildlife from toxic
runoff, and a detention basin should be constructed
separate from the pond and wetland area.

1

1

1

1

Concern over traffic impacting the quiet, rural setting of
the area.

1

Concern over potential increased crime and vandalism.

1

Concern over the loss of open space.

1

1

The project parcels and access roads would be in
compliance with all County Codes.

I‐2

2

1

Only single family dwellings would occupy the project site.

Johnson, Freeman, Padilla, et al.

I‐2

3

1

1

Oppose access road to connect with Palms Drive in
Martinez.

Johnson, Freeman, Padilla, et al.

I‐2

4

1

1

1
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Concern over increased traffic congestion on Arthur Road,
the only access road to the area.

Bayview Estates Residential Project EIR
Scoping Comment Summary Matrix

Letter #

Comment #

Kallander

Commenter

I‐3

1

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Kallander

I‐3

2

Kallander

I‐3

3

Kallander

I‐3

4

Kallander

I‐3

5

1

Kallander

I‐3

6

1

Kallander

I‐3

7

1

Kallander

I‐3

8

1

Kallander

I‐3

9

Kallander

I‐3

10

Kallander

I‐3

11

Kallander

I‐3

12

Kallander

I‐3

13

Kallander

I‐3

14

Kallander

I‐3

15

Johnson

I‐4

1

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

1

1

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

1

Concern regarding increased traffic and congestion on
neighborhood roads and access on Arthur Road.

1

Proposes reliance for new traffic on Conco driveway and
railroad crossing which is not described.

1

Expresses concern over the zone change and the County
benefiting financially from the project site being
designated as Light Industrial, Agricultural, or Parkland.
Argues community benefit from being buffered against
Heavy Industrial zones.

1

1

Expresses concern over road and neighborhood safety as a
result of increased traffic.

Concern over diminished views of Mt. Diablo, the pond,
marsh, downtown Concord, and other open space.
1

1

1

1

Concerns over hazards to new housing from pipelines,
BNSF railroad, recycled water pipelines, the Buchanan Air
Field, and CCWD water supply flows, as well as cumulative
hazards from each combined. Also concern over Arthur
Road and emergency access.

1

Proposes Parkland or Argiculture land use to buffer
adjacent industrial uses and associated hazards.
1

1
1

1

Concern over Palms Drive being a private street brought
up to CCC minimum standards and houses and driveways
requiring relocation.
1

Addresses developers risk of investment in property not
zoned for intended use.

1

Project would destroy the community and pleasant nature
of the existing environment.
Concern over the pond being described as a detention
basin for storm water flows.

1

Concern over oak tree removal.
1

1

Concern over loss of property value due to increased
traffic and obstructed views.

1

1

1

1
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Concern over sufficient mitigation due to many impacts.

Suggested mitigation (project alternative): reduce unit
couint to 14, 12 of which would be "off of Central Avenue
which could be put through the Conco Driveway" adding
access/egress for existing neighborhood
1

Concern over the expansion of Palms Drive as a private
road.

Bayview Estates Residential Project EIR
Scoping Comment Summary Matrix

Commenter

Letter #

Comment #

PD

Aes

AQ

Bio

Cult

Geo

GHG

Haz

Hyd

LU

Noise

PopH

Pub

Traf

Util

Alts

Cumu

Growth

MailList

Gen

Not CEQA Comment

SCOPING HEARING COMMENTS

Norman Leabig
Edward Raya
Burt Kallander
Jennifer Brennan
Steve Contreras
Alma Johnson
James Brunk
Mike Brennan
Burt Kallendar‐2
Edward Raya‐2
Total Comments

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

142

14

5

4

15

5

9

0

19

25

14

6

0

5
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42

34

3

2

0

2

1

18

24
246

I-3-15

July 17, 2017 3:30 p.m. – Zoning Administrator Meeting‐ Bayview Scoping Session
John Oborne, project planner read the project description.
Applicant: Discovery Builders
Speakers:
Norman Leabig: I don’t disagree with what develops behind us but I disagree is where are all those
people going to come down to Arthur Road and then where are they going to go? Now they come off of
Palms Drive like a jet and on to Arthur Road. There is no stop sign there, the neighbor down there put a
bumper on the road, slows them down a little bit, coming down from Arthur Road the other way, it’s a
race track. So you put that many cars on that hill, where are they going to go? They get down to the stop
sign and there is only one way in and one way out. So I don’t understand it. With that many cars down
that road, which is bumper to bumper now. Where are they going to go? When we get them all down
there do we stop them or do we let them go? That’s it.
ZA: Just to clarify that you can testify on any concerns that you have, but I’m not here to answer your
questions, I’m just listening. We are going to take in the concerns and we are going to analyze them and
provide the response in all the concerns you have raised today.
Edward Raya: Ryan Hernandez, the Senior Planner of the past, in 2008 I have the hardback as well as
you guys have, and Discovery Bay has, Albert Seeno III, they have also. I just want to know is this going
on the draft from 2008? Because there was many agencies overlooking and on Bayview project. We
know that this is going to impact very severely the traffic and noise. The reduction of the trees that
cannot be done because in the book as you read it, there has been no studies of the Indians and the
artifacts and the burial site that is underneath the trees and we all know that the code protected from
the State of California alongside the hill, we have the Pacheco Creek going into a marsh. We have, first
of all in the trees, we have birds, a lot of birds. We have the egrets we have hawks and the different
skype. We have vultures and we have snakes, we have coyotes, we have foxes, we have rabbits, we have
beavers in the water, we have fish, we have lizards, we have geckos and we have every type of animal
that goes there. Raccoons, possums, skunks and every type of animal because of open fields. We know
it’s industrial now. We do not want anything to do with this project because it’s going to put a very big
impact on traffic. I live on Central Avenue, I’m the 3rd house from Arthur Road. Okay, one thing I was
supposed to be contact when and if there was another develop or anything further than 2008, I was not
contacted. I’m upset with that. I’m a represented of Vine Hill. Okay, and I see that the way they
projected this site here it’s very bad in traffic. The traffic is going to be bad on Palms Drive, Arthur Road,
my street, Central Avenue and then I’ve been notices as I walk every morning, I’m a disabled union
carpenter and I walk every morning and I saw the County or somebody has put a spots on Arthur road
private side and noticing that someone is going to develop that road to maybe open it up again, who
knows. We are wondering why isn’t Waterbird way opened up for the back side of this project, okay?
Why as I spoke in 2008, why can’t this development company build a new road, by using Marlin’s Trailer
Park and using the eminent domain and buying their trailer park and buying the house in front and using
the street, I mean the road that CC water district have right alongside, you go through Marlin’s trailer
park, go into CC water park, water canal. That cuts right on the righthand side of the freeway, the on
ramp to Pacheco Blvd and Arthur road. That can be used for a brand new road for them that would cut
the traffic into us and it would be a beautiful thing and not do any impact towards the hill because that

side there is nothing growing there. This is what I suggest if it ever happened, they build a brand new
road and use waterbird way as an access and entry because the impact is going to be so great. And I’m
proud that they are going to build a park that we have been paying for a park since 1964 and we still
have the park in our name but there is nothing there. I’m proud they are going to do that – yes. But they
have to find the means of another way to come in and out and not only use our streets. Arthur Road
going into my street, Central Avenue is not wide enough whatsoever. It was projected in 1954 to be
widened. It was never done. I imagine if this ever passes, that they are going to widen the road because
living in front of my house, I see day to day, night to day, that if one truck passes the other truck has to
stop. We have a lot of deliveries with Madden Door Company. Kitty corner to Arthur Road and Central
Avenue. They have their garage company, they have their deliveries done on Central avenue and Arthur
Road. That is going to impact them a lot also. And I spoke to Madden Door company, Kevin and his son
Scott about this. Now they asked me to speak also and tell them about that. So I see that is going to
impact the environment, the traffic with the environment and us as a community and complete. Thank
you.

Burt Kallendar: hi and I think the merits of the case versus things that need to be considered for the EIR
sometimes it’s hard to distinguish. I remember in the early 70’s as a kid taking a load to the dump a few
times and Arthur Road was as a young teenager I didn’t care where people leaved but I saw the amount
of garbage and dust and I wondered about anyone can live there. The area is so great I live there now
myself on Palms Drive. It is so, I mean it’s night and day the difference and it’s a thriving community and
I think the addition of much more traffic is going to have a more depressing effect I think that property
have been increasing and they don’t really need the help of a new development to do that. It’s there are
things happening, good things happening in the community all by itself. I figured 2 and ½ commuters per
households as a starting point, that’s another 360 more cars zipping down Central Avenue and Palms
Drive according to the plan that I saw. Bottlenecking on Arthur Road. Arthur Road is the main and only
place in and out of the hole area is, could already be considered a problem and in an emergency
situation but this would aggravate it. We know that Seeno has more lands Seal Island Estates, if I
understand correctly so far there is only a plan to develop 5 acres but they own a lot more land. I think
we are talking about a lot more commuters eventually. So this development is seen as a stepping stone
to even worse problems and in term of traffic. Bigger traffic burden. And no suggestions by them on
how the alleviate that. I know that Palms Drive and Central are not the only easements that they use
because I’ve seen there tractors come in off the Conco driveway as I call it where it crosses the railroad
tracks and they use their tractors and bulldozers for moving dirt around and fire breaks. So if the
development were to go forward, which is not what we want but it definitely should be using other
routes as their main routes in and out. At the end of the approval process for Palms Ten, my neighbors
informed me they were told by the County officials two things, that they shouldn’t complain that their
property values will go up and the County needs the revenue. And if we skipped to the end of the
process on this one, and assume the same two misguided view points come into play, no one I talk to
lives on Palms Drive or Central lives there because of the concerns over property values, we live here
because we enjoy the rural flavor, it’s an eclectic neighborhood, unfettered by HOA telling you what
color to paint your house, and on our road on Palms Drive, the speed limit is spelled SLOW. As far as
revenue from building new residences, I’d like to submit a report called the fiscal impacts of land uses
on local government by Jeffrey Dorfman by the University of Georgia 2006. He did a review of 90 cost of

community services from around the nation and found that the residential areas always cost the
County more than they bring in. He said and I quote “a not a single instance did residential development
generate sufficient revenue to cover its associates expenditures”. He did find that commercial industrial
and farm forest actually did create sufficient revenue. And in this parcel in which the Bay View estates
subdivision is proposed where instead designated light industrial agricultural or all park land. The County
would be better off financially. And our neighborhood would benefit from the buffer zone between
ourselves and the accumulation of existing heavy industrial concerns all in this one area. Those include
natural gas pipeline from the landfill from Central Sanitation, old hazardous waste pits from Conco,
petroleum pipeline, including a jet fueled pipeline. The B&SF Railroad with its tanker car coming out of
the Tesoro refinery and recycle pipelines. It’s been a suggested, I’ve heard it suggested that this review
process look at concerns or dangers one at a time. And address each one with the mitigation. This would
be a grave mistake in this instance I think where there are so many ways a disaster can be compounded
by other hazards. And with the presence of a 144 homes sitting immediately above whatever happens.
Tanker car derails and crushes and pipeline, toxic fumes and fire, black smoke we are all asked to
evacuate. It’s like people yelling fire in a theatre are we have is Arthur Road. If something goes wrong,
that type of thing can be a problem. Some of the residence who move it to these houses, will have
Junior High kids who will want to play on the railroad tracks. Across the railroad bridge over 680 the way
homeless and the hobos do now. There are things and aspects of this site that make it not wise to
develop residentially. Neither should it be felt that a developer goes out on a limb and investing in land
that is not zoned for what he has in mind has any right to return on his investment. Big risks are exactly
that and no one in the County needs to feel they must insure a return on such an investment. But
suppose it goes forward in the last EIR did not contain any mitigation for the problem of destruction of
our community and the obliteration of our easy going environment. Another problem for the developer,
owners of Palms drive have actively control the right to pass and what goes on with the road under the
authority of the state and further the County would seem in my mind perpetuate a fraud by giving
permission to the applicant to go way beyond the scope of his Palms Drive easement, either by
extending the road or putting it through, making it a through road. His easement doesn’t cover those
things. Just on the original EIR, some of the mitigation were so lame like with the trees, to cut down 350
year old oak tree in our neighborhood and somewhere on the other part of the world, push some acorns
into the ground strikes me as sort of hippie karma situation. It doesn’t really, it really does nothing to
mitigate the problem of taking out the oak trees. There are other mitigations that seem to diminish each
other like…. these homes are only going to be sold to the average people who spend 90% of their lives
indoors and so the air quality will be alleviated by having filtering systems in the house. At the same
time there going to be an outdoor park area to lure them outside. You know it’s sort of those things are
at odds with each other. There should really not be building homes quite so close to the freeway where
the air quality is the worst. I think that’s about all I wanted to say.

Jennifer Brennan: My name is Jennifer Brennan I’m hear representing my husband and myself as well as
many neighbors that couldn’t make it here today because they had to work and you held the meeting at
3:30. I live at 550 Central Avenue, where I have lived over 20 years. And my main concern about this
development is the wildlife. I moved to this area because I liked the open space and I liked the
unincorporated area that we have *****. We like our neighborhood the way that it is. And this is going
to directly effect for one the oak trees. I think its criminal that you are going to or this will allow for 300‐

year‐old oak trees to cut down when California has just lost over 90% of their oak trees to the sudden
oak death. The next thing too is the Nesting Birds. We have several different kind of owls that live in
those oak trees, we have a lot of hawks that live in those oak trees. Back there in that open space we
have coyotes and that open spaces links up with other open space so it’s one of the only places that
have coyotes around here. There’s turkeys, rabbits, raccoons, possums, squirrels, there’s frogs, there’s
salmon that still run in the creek that feeds that pond and there has even been sightings of beavers in
that pond. So if that development goes through I feel like that’s going to have a huge impact on the
wildlife. Since I’ve lived in Vine Hill, I’ve already seen many developments happen there and I’ve seen
the lessoning of the wildlife that comes around. My next concern environmentally is the water usage.
Putting more houses in the area after this drought, I feel is going to make that much more that many
more houses that need to have water use. So I don’t think we need that plus there is going to be an
overload on the sewage treatment. I don’t know if either one of our treatment facilities can handle that.
The other concern I have is my property directly. Living on Central Avenue, as some people have already
said, and living on Palms Drive. They are already like race tracks. When I leave for work some days it take
me 10 minutes to back out of my drive way because of the traffic going by. People speed down my
street, going 90 miles an hour. I’ve tried to get speed bumps put in the past and I was told that because
there is only one way in and one way out, you cannot put speed bumps in there in case of an emergency
or firetrucks. I’ve seen houses taken out, all the cars on the right hand side of my street taken out by all
the traffic and bringing that many more cars to the area. I feel it’s going to congest Palms avenue and
Central Avenue even more. And also up in Arthur Road and the intersection there. The lighting just got
changed at that intersection and sometimes you can wait a good 7 minutes there. I can imagine what it’s
going to be like when there are more cars coming that way. I’m also concerned about putting an
easement on my street, because that is going to directly impact my driveway and my driveway is already
at a very steep pitch. If you cut another 10 feet off of that, I’m not even going to be able to use my own
driveway. The other thing is we just like our neighborhood the way it is and we don’t want anymore
development there. Thank you for allowing me to speak today.

Steve Contreras: hi my name is Steve Contreras. I lived in Vine Hill my whole life 57 years. I’ve seen this
land which was ranch land at one time it’s all been developed now. By you guys who are by this
development putting on 144 more houses there, it’s outrageous. As one person said, he said “2.5 or 2
cars per house, it’s more like a 3 cars per house, which would be 432 cars per day going up Central and
Palms Drive. And if you guys had taken the time to look at Palms Drive, you’re going to be taking
people’s yards away and I don’t know the dimensions of the road’s going to be. Nothing is said about
that. On Central Avenue as *** you’re going to be taking others people’s yards away from them. As it is
right now you got some people parking next to the sidewalks and just got one, it’s like a clogged vein.
It’s just you have to wait for other people to go by. And if you guys are going to increase this, like I said
for 432 cars going in and out of that development, it’s going to be crazy. The other thing is that an
emergency, if there was ever a catastrophe there, say an earthquake and that, the freeway runs there,
680. I don’t know how we are going to get out if you, we got one other way that goes right freeway and
it’s going ….I don’t know how many people that would add to from 144 homes, the ones that are living
now it’s going to be a jeopardy. And I hope, if they do develop, they can go through another means, like
they said through Conco, there is another road out there that way. Let’s just not let Vine Hill, Vine Hill as
always been used as a sort of speak, ** like we don’t count and it’s always been treated that way as for

as the dumps concerned and what not and I want to speak on the people that live there. I have lived
there my whole life. We are not going to take anymore. And the other thing is the animal, my neighbor
spoke, I’ve been there when the ranches, there was cows, horses all across the street. We knew the
owners that own that hillside his name was Godchalk, he had his own farm down there. And to see it be
all taking away for development, is crazy. Like she said there’s foxes, coyotes, you name it, it’s out there.
It’s like everything else, we are strangling our wildlife, there is no where else to go. And that’s there’s
been buffalo out there at one time. Like I said we are strangling our wildlife I don’t know where else
they would go as it is right now we have turkey’s walking up and down our street, which I don’t mind
them I like it. But if we develop all that is going to be gone and who knows where they are going to go
now. But like I said I’m opposed to this, my other concerns are the environmental. I think it was 2010
when they did it last and revised scope for the project, well that’s been 7 years ago and things have
changed since then. And I hope they keep make it up to date to check out everything the environmental.
Now there is a tree service that use to be out the Henry’s Tree Service and at one point there was stuff
being dumped out there as far as oil is concerned and you name it and it was thrown out there so I don’t
know when the last time that was consideration. Now, I don’t know if it was said or mentioned I think
some person had bought that property from the County and what is going to go on with that. I don’t
think it’s been mentioned it being developed, they are going to use the same roads too? As far as
residential to get down to that property? We don’t know. And um…that’s basically it for me. I’m just
opposed to all the traffic and all the cars. Like I said everybody think about it it’s going to be 432 cars
additionally to what we go right now. The with the nightmare right now just think what it’s going to be if
they develop. Thank you.

Alma Johnson: First of all I really want to say that I totally back everything else that my other neighbors
said. I totally support everything and I’m just impressed how researched. Mine is kind of simple. I’m a 30
year homeowner on Palms Drive, 37 years homeowner on Palms Drive. I’m a retired teacher. And I
worked to maintain and improved my property on 528 Palms Drive, while educating the children of
California. I cared for the safety and well being of my neighbors as do others. We have a very nice
neighborhood in many ways including I defended an apparently an abandoned property at 535 Palms
Drive from drug selling squatters so several years. The Sheriffs were helpful, but one Sheriff said to me
“well you know squatters rights”. I’m like you are kidding. So anyway, I maintain that we own the
property to the middle of the road, each of us. And I maintained as much as I could the property in front
of mine and then actually the guy across from me at that point. In the winter I would use Clay cat litter
at night I would poor clay cat litter in the pot holes and finally I hired a man to spread base rock and take
care of the piece of property out there on the road. Recently the neighborhood supplied funds to repave
the road and add traffic slowing bumps. Others maintain the road over the years, especially a group of
men under Mr. Padilla and *****. The County did nothing for us. Nothing. And as even recently stop
providing weed abatement. Palms Drive is our property, included in our deeds. In 1986, we wrote,
signed and submitted, and I can give you the paper, the accompanying letter which I have her. Which
refers to the County file #MS32‐86. It had to do with the cold fact that if comes off of Central. And in this
letter we specifically said that there is to be no connection between Palms Drive and any other road.
Please note that number 5 of this letter, which I will share with you, requests notification of any plans
for development in the area. What few of us were notified about the presently proposed Bayview
residential project. And again thank everyone else. Oh I want to say the abandoned property has been

since majorly improved by this gentleman over here, Mr. *** and he has built a beautiful new home
there. So thank you. And would you like the paper now or later.

James Brunk: Thank you very much. My name is James Brunk. I’ve lived on Palms Drive since 1977. I
have lived there long enough to have lived through the time when the easement to the dump was there
and there were 150 garbage trucks trips per day on Palms Drive. Excuse me on Arthur Road. I want to
address several items that I think need to be going in the scoping of the environmental impact. The first
one is traffic. I think you’ve heard abundantly about the traffic on Arthur road and Palms Drive. I would
just like to point out Arthur Road is the only form of egress in the that subdivision area. And it is
extremely impacted road, people are required to park on the sidewalk in order to allow enough space in
Arthur Rd for two‐way traffic. If they had in fact parked legally off the side walk it would have reduced
the ability of Arthur Road to carry two‐way traffic. As it is now, Arthur Road is inadequate now to serve
this subdivision as it is now. Couple that with several years ago there was a motorcycle accident
underneath the 680 overpassing, which eventually closed Arthur Road to all traffic. At that point, had
there been some sort of emergency in that subdivision, those people would not been able to receive
timely help/assistance. To add to the existing traffic is only going to make that matter worse. Once again
many people here had expressed similar observations about it. I think that’s an important think to put
into the scope of the EIR is the traffic analysis on Arthur Road. The impact to the people who live there
now will only be greater in the negative sense, with addition of any more vehicle trips per day. So that
was item 1 that needs to go into the scope of the EIR, which is really take a strong look on the traffic
flow and egress situation. There was once an easement to the dump, which has now been blocked off.
It’s got rocks and iron gate that could easily be opened and to allow a 2nd egress to the subdivision off of
the end of Arthur Road as it turns up and no longer County maintained. Speaking of the folks who are
concerned about the speed there. I personally since 1977 have witnessed cars going underneath the
house that is right at the corner of Palms Drive and Arthur Road because they have failed to negotiate
the turn. And in fact after the second time the car had to be pulled out from underneath that house, the
operators of the dump very kindly put large boulders at that section of the house, I mean the street.
That hasn’t stopped cars making the corner and go up the guidewires of the power poles. So once again,
traffic is a big environmental concern is this neighborhood. My second thing that I think needs to go in
to the EIR scope is to address hazardous materials and the transportation corridor of the Santa Fe
Railroad was mentioned they do transport all sorts of hazardous material there and if god forbid there
was some sort of an accident, what kind of impact would the subdivision much less the people who are
already there have from the pollutants coming off of whatever it is spilled. Historically, to the east of the
location is the baker oxidation ponds, which were formally used to treat hazardous materials. That
needs to be address as to how those materials are being contained and what kind of environmental
impact that would have on this new development much less the existing development. The last thing I’d
like to address the wildlife corridor aspect of the situation. We are on the edge of the urban wildlife
interface there. We have the subdivision that exists now. We have the former dump, but further we
have the Pacheco Marsh and stream complex there. This is a wildlife corridor that would be in my mind
negatively impact by more development there. Along that sort of situation, several years ago there was
a fire in the regional park there, which has similar type hills constraints. What would happen to the folks
living on the hill if there was a fire started on the bottom of the hill? Fire goes up. And that one would
think that the hazards mitigation there is going to be a difficult just because the physics of fire behavior.

So those are my three major concerns. But I’d also like to also put on notice, I was actually requested to
be notified of any other developments in this thing and I was not. Also, along with my neighbors not
noticed at all. I am concerned about his development. I don’t think it’s in the best interest for the
community and I really would have appreciated being noticed of further motion on this. Thank you very
much.

Mike Brennan: Hello, my name is Mike Brennan and I live at 550 Central Avenue with my wife and I’m
not a really long winded person and I haven’t really done any research on this. My research is what I see
when I walk down the street from my house. I walk in those areas and I see animals and I see coyotes, I
see rabbits and I see this is their last place to live. I see all these other develops in Martinez and all the
other animals are getting pushed out. Traffic is no big deal to me, I drive from South San Francisco every
day. I spend 3 hours in my car. So you know the environment impact is on animals, less than with
people. And I think if you plan on building this, then maybe you should walk out there and see what we
have, the last little batch where wildlife could live. I see these owls in the trees and I don’t see that
anywhere else. That’s why I live in Martinez. And that’s why I live where I live and I’m sorry if you bought
that land out there, but it’s not zoned residential right now as far as I know. And the things with the
roads that Palms Drive is not a thorough fare it’s a small skinny road. Central Avenue where I live and
everyone been saying this that one car has to stop right in front of my house for another one to go by.
And that the traffic is going to be really bad. Mainly, it’s all the wildlife that lives back there. If you guys
want to okay them to build back there, I think you should walk back there yourselves and see what’s
going on there. I’d love for you to see that little area. That’s the only reason I live there. I want you to go
back there and look at that before you decide to build there. It should be like agricultural, I mean it’s not
zoned for residential like that. It’s going to wreck the whole area. There is no room for anymore building
there. Thanks.
Burt Kallander: Just a couple of things in the earlier EIR it looked like the plan was to rebuild the road
and paint a line down the middle and not let us park on it. That idea wouldn’t go over very well. And I
think that a better mitigation. This is more a personal I don’t think if affects everybody but I’m fortunate
enough to live in a place that has some great views. And if this projects went forward, there is some
potential to share this view, however, R‐6 your allowed to build 5 feet high. From my house, sitting in
my house, I can see the pond, I can see the hills and the railroad tracks. I can see where planes land and
take off and I can see parts of highway 4. I can see Lime Ridge Walnut Creek open space, and Mt. Diablo.
And in this photo I put some red balloons on a string and raised them up out there some distance from
my property line. Went in the house and sat down and it’s not even the best place to view. And what
happens is that’s all that is left. The balloons are here. So when it comes to raising property values, I
think this project would lower the property value probably by 150 right off the top. And that’s sort of
damage and I think that could be mitigated by building fewer homes in a stadium seat arrangement
where they can all have a view and that’s if the project has to go through. There is a better way to do it
if it does go through, I’d prefer it didn’t.

Unknown person: I don’t know if these agencies were contacted in 2008 when this was drafted and you
guys have copies of this of 2008? You have a hardback and discs. Have all these agencies been contact
again to do newly researches for the date of now? Have they been contacted?

